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Introduction to ETSC
A science-based approach to road safety policy
• Bringing together 43 organisations from across Europe to
promote science based transport safety measures at EU level.
KfV in Austria
• More then 200 experts contributing to ETSC’s Reviews, Policy
Papers, Newsletters, Positions, Press Releases, etc.
• 8 Secretariat staff members do their utmost to insert the
knowledge of ETSC members and experts into EU transport
safety policy-making
• The European Commission, member organisations, member
states and corporate sponsors are funding our work.
• 2 Drink Driving programmes: “Safe & Sober” and “ Drink
Driving policy network”.

Things have changed…
Old advertisements
promoting drinking in
transport…

Drink Driving in the EU
• Drink driving in the EU:
up to 2% of drivers with an illegal BAC

• Up to 10,000 road deaths annually (25%)
• Around 35% of driver deaths
• Alcohol related crashes are the leading
cause of death in the age group16-24
• Alcohol-attributable deaths in road traffic
decreased by about 5.7% per year since
2001, other road deaths by 4.2%.

Citizen’s perception
Perceptions about the seriousness of road safety problems…

EU efforts up to 2010
• After 13 years of discussion, the EC adopted in 2001 a
non binding recommendation of a 0.5 BAC limit for all
drivers and 0.2 BAC limit for commercial drivers.
• Setting the limit is perceived as a matter of national
sovereignty and competency by MSs

• No common limit (yet?)

BAC limits across the EU
• An increasing number of EU
countries are lowering their BAC
limits to be in line with EU
recommendations on maximum
BAC legal limit (2001)
• 17 EU countries apply lower BAC
for novice drivers (0.0 – 0.2)
• 14 EU countries apply lower BAC
for professional drivers (0.0 to 0.2
BAC)

Legal BAC limit (g/l)
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Greece
Spain
France
Ireland
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom

Standard
0.5
0.5
0.0
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.0
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.5
0.2
0.8

Professional
0.5
0.5
0.0
0.5
0.0
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.50 (0.20)
0.2
0.20
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.20 (0.50)
0.0
0.8
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.2
0.8

Novice
0.5
0.5
0.0
0.5
0.0
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.8
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.2
0.8

Source: DG MOVE, EC, 2010 and ETSC members

Enforcement
• Being checked for dring drink driving is the exception:
maximum 1 in 5 drivers checked in one year
• Sartre-3-Survey (2004): Only 26% of drivers in the EU
were checked (2001-2004).

• Many drivers under the influence are hard core drinkers
• Alcolocks together with traditional enforcement
methods (for detection) can help addressing hard core
drinkers

Alcolock barometer
X

Sweden
Recidivist drivers
•

•

First law introducing a nationwide pilot
programme approved in 1998
• Two years (including treatment for
alcohol problems)
• Costs borne by the driver ( US$
5,750)
• 13% of convicted drunk drivers
joined the programme and half
completed it successfully
New legislation expected by the end
of the year applying to all drink driving
offenders: 2 years for high risk groups
(recidivists and > 1.0 BAC) and 1 year
for the others.

Commercial drivers
•
•
•

•

Started in 1999 with a taxi company, a
bus comapny and a trucking company.
As of 2003 many municipalities started
installing alcolocks in their vehicles
The Swedish Government committed to
have 75% of governmental vehicles
equipped with an alcolock by 2012
The Government also plans to broaden
requirements to school buses and
vehicles for urban transport

Finland
• First EU country to legislate on alcolocks (July 2008)
• Approximately 60% of detected drunk drivers’ BAC limit is over 1.2
g/l
• Time period decided by the Courts (at least one year but not more
than 3 years)
• The programme is associated to rehabilitation with regular visits to
health professionals
• Costs (€ 100-160 per month) are born by the drivers

• Public consultation underway on a bill to mandate
alcolocks for school transport
• Medium term plan to introduce alcolocks for all public
transport vehicles

France
• France is the only EU country in which alcohol is the
main factor in accidents ahead of speeding
• First pilot project in 2004in the Haute Savoie region
•
•
•
•

Offenders with BAC of 0.8 to 1.6 g/l
Six months and € 1,260
Four to five lower rate of recidivism
Extended to 4 other French regions in December 2008

• New legislation (for recidivist and first time offenders)
currently being discussed
• All new buses carrying children to be equipped with
alcolocks as of September 2010 and the existing fleet
to be retrofitted progressively.

Other EU countries
• In the Netherlands a bill on the alcolock programme passed by the
Senate in June 2010: the Ministry of Transport is aiming to start the
programme for serious alcohol offenders as of mid-2011
• In Denmark the Ministry of Justice has issued a proposal aiming to
introduce an alcolock programme for first time offenders (over 2.0 g/l)
and recidivist drivers (over 1.2 g/l). High level of public support (>
73% of the population in favour)
• In Belgium new alcolock legislation entered into force as of October
2010 for all drink driving offenders (the implementation legislation is
still pending). The decision rests on the judge and the alcolock is set
at a lower limit (0.2 g/l) than the legal limit (0.5 g/l).
• In the UK the Road Safety Bill introduced a pilot rahabilitation
programme for drink driving offenders. A coach company fitted
alcolocks to its entire fleet (approximately 500 vehicles) in February
2010.

Interlock programmes worlwide
50 Jurisdictions in US
11 Jurisdictions in Canada

4 Jurisdictions in Australia

Source: http://iiip.tirf.ca/

Life-saving potential of technologies

Source: COWI

EU Approach on enforcement to 2020

ETSC recommendation on enforcement technologies:
•
•

Alcolocks for professional transport and recidivists;
Non-intrusive systems for all drivers

To know more….
Newsletter to monitor drink driving safety policy
developments in the EU

www.etsc.eu

Thank you
for
your attention!!!

